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Abstract:  

Digital mammography is most reliable and effective technique for early and accurate identification of Breast 

cancer. Image processing plays a significant role in diagnosis and classification of breast cancer in medical field. 

In this paper, a system is created to classify the mammogram images into three classes, namely Benign, Malignant 

and Normal. Mammogram images are pre-processed and the features are extracted from the segmented region. 

These features are used to train modified SVM and KNN classifier. The proposed Hybrid algorithm with modified 

SVM and KNN classifier helps to classify the mammogram images. This latest technique improves the SVM 

algorithm with introducing multi class for classification of breast cancer. It exploits the KNN algorithm according 

to the distribution of test images in a feature space. This study also evaluates the accuracy with the SVM and KNN 

classifier. The modified SVM and KNN hybrid algorithm produces higher prognosis accuracy than the KNN 

method and SVM technique. This method is tested for 10 test images with 20 trained. This methodology achieves an 

overall mean accuracy of 99.3406% in classification of mammogram images. 

Keywords: Classification, KNN, MIAS, Proposed KNN with SVM.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is a tumor that forms in the cells of the breast. It is the most familiar non skin tumor in women and the 

second leading disease caused in female [1]. Breast cancer endurance rates have greater than before, and the number of 

deaths associated with this disease is gradually waning, largely due to factors such as earlier detection of tumor. Breast 

tumors and masses usually appear in the form of dense regions in mammograms. A typical benign mass has a round, 

smooth and well constrained boundary; on the other hand, a malignant tumor usually has a postulate, rough, and blurred 

boundary [2], [3]. 

 

Early identification of cancer is important for a fast reply and better chances of treatment. Unfortunately, early 

identification of cancer is often hard since the symptoms of the disease at the beginning are not present. Thus, cancer 

remains one of the topics of health research, where many researchers have provided with the aspire of creating proof that 

can develop treatment, precaution and diagnostics. 

 

In machine learning there are two types: the supervised and unsupervised learning. Declare the classes first to classify the 

data that are known in earlier and the second, the classes are not known. Among the machine learning methods, there are: 

Support Vector Machines, Decision Tree, Neural Network, Bayesian networks, k-nearest neighbors and so on., 

 

The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is widely used in data classification [4]. The KNN allows the classification of a new 

component by calculating its distance from the other entire component. The suitable functioning of the system depends 
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on the choice of the parameter k which represents the number of neighbors chosen to assign the class to the new element 

and the choice of the distance. 

 

Support Vector Machine is a machine learning technique used as a tool for classification of data, function estimation, and 

so on due to its generalization ability and has found success in many applications [5]. Feature of Support Vector Machine 

is that it minimizes and upper bound of generalization error through maximizing the margin between separating hyper 

plane and dataset. Support Vector Machine has an extra benefit of usual model selection in the logic that both the finest 

number and locations of the basic functions are mechanically obtained through training. The performance of SVM mainly 

depends on the kernel [6]. 

 

The digital mammogram image classification method is discussed in this paper. Figure 1 demonstrates the image 

classification method. Generally mammogram images undergo image Pre-processing, Segmentation and so on.     

              

 
Fig. 1: Image Categorization procedure 

 

In this proposed paper a modified SVM with KNN classification algorithm is implemented with KNN and SVM 

classification technique. In this paper detailed related work is presented in Section. 2. Proposed Methodology is offered in 

Section 3; Experimental Results are discussed in Section 4 and in Section 5 Conclusion is mentioned.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Marcano-Cedeno et.al., 2011 has discussed a new improvement for pattern classification using neural network training. 

The author proposed training algorithm that has inspired by the biological metaplasticity property of neurons and 

Shannon's information theory. During the training phase the Artificial Metaplasticity Multilayer Perceptron (AMMLP) 

algorithm gives precedence to updating the weights for the less frequent stimulation over the more frequent ones [7]. In 

this way metaplasticity is modeled artificially. AMMLP has achieved most efficient training, while maintaining MLP 

performance. The author used Wisconsin Breast Cancer Database (WBCD) to test the proposed algorithm. 

 

Buciu, I. and Gacsadi, A, 2011 has been proposed an approach to deal with the classification of digital mammograms. 

Blotches around tumors were manually taken out to divide the abnormal areas from the remaining of the image, well 

thought-out as background. Gabor wavelets are used to filter the mammogram images. The features are extracted at 

different direction and frequencies [8]. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) has engaged to reduce the dimension of 

filtered and unfiltered high-dimensional data. Finally, Proximal Support Vector Machines were used to categorize the 

data. Superior mammogram image classification performance was attained when Gabor features were extracted instead of 

using original mammogram images. 

 

Wang, et.al., 2016 has been improved the diagnostic accuracy of micro-calcification. This paper calculates the 

performance of deep learning-based models on large datasets for its distinction. All micro-calcifications are characterized 

using a semi-automated segmentation method. A distinction classifier model was designed to evaluate the accuracies of 

micro-calcifications and breast masses. It can moreover used in segregation or integration, for breast cancer classification. 

Performances were compared to benchmark models. Their deep learning model was achieved a discriminative accuracy 

of 87.3% when  compared to 85.8% with a support vector machine. 
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Gardezi SJS, et.al., 2019 has been discussed a Machine Learning (ML) has become an important part of research in 

medical image processing. An ML technique has evolved over the days from manual seeded inputs to initialize 

automatically [9]. The benefit in the field of ML have led to more intelligent and self-reliant Computer-Aided Diagnosis 

(CAD) method. There was constant improvement in the learning ability of ML techniques. The authors presented an 

outline of ML and DL methods with exacting function for breast cancer. 

  

Dr. D. Devakumari and V. Punithavathi, 2019 has been proposed a HDF algorithm for removing noise in the 

mammogram images. This was achieved by combination of Median Filter and Applied Median Filter [11]. It was 

recognized out by using Hybrid Denoising Filter (HDF) to remove the unwanted noises. The various de-noising 

algorithms were discussed in this paper. The experimental consequences of Hybrid Denoising Filter algorithm mainly 

focused on removal inappropriate noise and on the duration of implementation time using MATLAB R2013a software. 

 

Dr. D. Devakumari and V. Punithavathi, 2020 has proposed an Optimized Kernel Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm was 

developed (OKFCA) and to find out the cancer portions in mammogram images. The OKFCA algorithm has been 

described to identify the segmented regions in MIAS database. The proposed segmentation algorithm was carried out 

with pre-processed mammogram images and the proposed OKFCA has been a significant approach to discover out the 

cancer segment of mammogram image. Data clustering facilitates to place data of similar types in one collection and of 

dissimilar types in different group [12]. The results from the experiments which were carried on the MIAS data confirm 

the efficiency of the proposed system in terms of accuracy when compared to that of the famous K-Means, OKFCA and 

Otsu methods. 

 

Dr. D. Devakumari and V. Punithavathi, 2020 has been discussed about feature extraction technique for shrinking the 

dimension of image data by finding out an essential detail as of the segmented image. The visual substance of a 

segmented image portions can be confined using this procedure. Feature extraction is one of the Image retrieval methods 

for achieving higher accuracy. In this paper an Improved Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) Feature based 

Extraction with shape and Tamura features were discussed [13]. Tamura features are extracted from Optimized Kernel 

Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm (OKFCA) which is one of the segmentation methods. Experimental results of 322 images 

were evaluated from MIAS database and used to estimate the feature extraction process. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

In the proposed methodology, all the testing is carried out by using the Mammographic Image Analysis Society 

(MIAS) - a benchmarked dataset [17]. A Hybrid algorithm with modified SVM with Multi class and KNN classification 

algorithm is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm is an expansion of KNN and SVM classification model. This 

classification starts with initializing with a number of k neighbors, Training and Test image features. This classification 

requirement is provided for all available classes and classifies the breast cancer category derived from similarity measure 

with correlation distance function. The complete proposed flow diagram is illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2: Proposed Flow Diagram 

The proposed flow diagram shows vividly the flow of the classification of breast cancer. The classification of 

mammogram images are carried out by class indexing then finding out the correlation distance by applying KNN and 

multi class is applied with SVM to obtain the classification result. 

A. Image Preprocessing, HDF, OKFCA and GLCM  

Dr. D. Devakumari and V. Punithavathi, 2019, already processed the following methods: Image preprocessing, HDF, 

Optimized Kernel Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm (OKFCA) for Segmentation and Improved GLCM Feature extraction. The 

mammogram images may contain noises thus it reduces the unwanted noises to detect the lesions. So, Hybrid Denoising 

Filter (HDF) algorithm is executed to get better the accuracy and to increase the excellence of the image. After de-noising 

process, segmentation process is done with Optimized Kernel Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm (OKFCA) which segments the 

cancer portions from the preprocessed image results that are shown in Fig 3 and 4. The above three process are done 

before extracting the features of the mammogram images.  

 

 
Fig. 3:  Proposed Hybrid De-noising Filter Result 
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Fig. 4: OKFCA Segmentation Result 

 

After the segmentation process an Improved Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) Feature based Extraction with 

shape and Tamura features are executed. Tamura features are extracted from Optimized Kernel Fuzzy Clustering 

Algorithm (OKFCA) which is one of the segmentation methods. This paper proposed Improved GLCM Feature Based 

Extraction algorithm to obtain the trained features which are used for Classification process. The feature extraction 

results are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 5: Improved GLCM Feature Extraction Results 

B. Modified SVM and KNN Classification 

This paper presents a new method of Modified SVM and KNN Classification Algorithm. It is an extension of KNN 

and SVM with Multi class Classification model. Both classification and regression predictive problems can be used by 

these methods. This is a supervised learning technique as well as a geometric method for classification. This classifier 

collects all existing instance and categorizes new instances developed on similarity rate (Example: Correlation or 

Cityblock distance functions). To classify the extracted improved GLCM features in Feature Extraction process the 

KNN method is used. The classification is designed using Correlation or Cityblock distance as a metric between the 

features of the testing data and the reference data as shown in Equation 1.   

   The correlation between vectors A and B are represented as    follows: 
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𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡_𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟 (𝐴, 𝐵) =
∑ (𝑥𝑎−𝜇𝑎)(𝑦𝑎−𝜇𝑎)𝑚

𝑎=1

√∑ (𝑥𝑎−𝜇𝑎)2 ∑ (𝑦𝑎−𝜇𝑎)2𝑚
𝑎=1

𝑚
𝑎=1

  eqn. (1) 

 

Where A and B are feature space, μa and μb are the means of A and B respectively. The KNN classification estimates class 

attributes based upon the k nearest training instances in the feature space. A mammogram image trained feature extraction 

dataset is given; it chooses the k nearest samples from the classified training data and determines the class considering the 

most representative samples. The option of the constraint k (k  N) is find out by the user, this option depends on the data 

of the image. The consequence of sound on the classification is reduced when the values are chosen for k is greater, but 

this makes the limitations between classes of less distinct. A better option of the value of k can be selected by different 

probing methods such as cross-validation. The value of k is selected which minimizes the classification error. 

 

A SVM (Support Vector Machine) with Multi Class Classification is a machine learning technique which works on the 

principle of structural risk minimization in order to find out the three classes (normal, Benign and malignant). A KNN is 

combined with SVM with Multi class data which are used for training and testing purpose. In this proposed work, the 

testing data are divided into three groups. The testing data were taken inside from training data in the first group. The 

testing data were taken outside from training data in the second group.  Testing data were taken inside and outside from 

training data in the third group. Grouping is done to see the accuracy from each group. The process of classification is 

performed to classify the category of mammogram images as normal and abnormal (Benign and Malignant) images. 

 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑉𝑀 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐾𝑁𝑁 = ∑ ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡_𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑎, 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑎, 𝑏))      𝑒𝑞𝑛. (2)

𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝑚=1

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝑛=1

 

 

 The Modified SVM with KNN is modified by introducing multi classes such as a and b. The variable ‘a’ represents 

trained feature and ‘b’ represents test image feature (Benign, Malignant, and Normal).  

The proposed algorithm takes OKFCA segmented image and GLCM features as Input and several steps are followed to 

obtain classification process. The proposed algorithm is depicted in Figure 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 A Hybrid Algorithm with Modified SVM and  KNN for Classification 

IV.EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimentation consequence has been executed and demonstrated the performance of Modified SVM with KNN 

Classification. The experimental results are performed on Intel I5 processor with 3.20 GHz 4 speed, 8GB RAM, with 

Windows 10 operating system, on MATALB R2013a software. The experimental process is carried out with MIAS 

Algorithm 1:  A Hybrid Algorithm with Modified  

                     SVM and KNN for Classification                         

Input: OKFCA Segmented Image, X: training data, 

Y: class labels of X. 

Output: Class y (Benign, Malignant and Normal)  

Process 

Step 1: Choose a value for the parameter k. 

Step 2: Calculate  Modified SVM with KNN 

            for j = 1 to m do 

                Compute distance  dist_Corr (A,B) using 

eqn. (1) 

            end for 

Step 3: Apply  Modified SVM with KNN using eqn. 

(2)                                               

Step 4: Integrate the classes of these Y samples in 

one   

             class c. 

Step 5:  The class of y is c(Y ) = c 
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image database and are analyzed with OKFCA segmentation and evaluation of Improved GLCM Feature extraction 

method. In this experimental results, the MIAS image database are applied to the Modified SVM with KNN 

Classification algorithm with existing KNN and SVM algorithms which are pliably constructed to forecast the exactness 

or accuracy of database to meet up the requirements’ of various test requirements. 

 

Quantifying this proposed classification algorithm the performance is normally done by combining True/False 

Positives/Negatives in order to measure the accuracy. They are defined by: 

𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑉𝑀 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐾𝑁𝑁 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦                          =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
   𝑒𝑞𝑛. (3)          

 

Table 1 shows the evaluation of MIAS database of sample seventeen images of accuracy values for various existing 

classification algorithms. Table 1 shows the evaluation of accuracy of ten test images with existing algorithms (SVM and 

KNN) and Proposed KNN with SVM. It also classifies the Disease categories : Normal (N),Benign (B) and 

Malignant(M). The Figure 7 shows the performance chart which depicts the accuracy for the classification of Ten Test 

mammogram Images. 

 

Table 1: Comparison of Classification Accuracy Measures for Ten Test mammogram Images 

Image 

Name 

Disease 

Type 

SVM KNN Proposed 

KNN With 

SVM 

mdb001.png  B 82 80 99.747 

mdb002.png  M 75 77.273 99.964 

mdb003.png  N 73 83.33 98.247 

mdb004.png  M 79 80 98.954 

mdb005.png M 82 72.727 98.749 

mdb006.png  M 89 87.5 98.315 

mdb007.png  M 82 76.190 98.806 

mdb008.png  B 78 68.182 99.169 

mdb009.png  M 77 68.182 98.941 

mdb010.png M 84 90 99.612 

 

 

 
Fig. 7: Performance Chart: Accuracy for Classification of Ten Test mammogram Images 

 

Table 2 shows the average Classification Accuracy for Ten test mammogram images from 20 trained dataset which are 

applied with existing KNN with the proposed KNN with SVM Classification algorithm. 
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Table 2: Average Classification Accuracy for Ten Test Images with 20 Trained Mammogram Images  

Measure SVM KNN 

Proposed 

KNN with 

SVM 

ACCURAC

Y 

80.1 79.139 99.050 

    

 

 
Fig. 8. Overall Classification Accuracy chart for Ten Test Mammogram Images 

 

Table 3 shows the computation of classification of Mammogram image Accuracy on MIAS database. This work is also 

carried out for 322 images which are available in MIAS database and the overall accuracy for 322 images are evaluated. 

The average Classification accuracy of 322 images and the ratio are defined by, 

 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑙𝑙 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = 𝑎𝑏𝑠(𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑛_𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦)) 𝑒𝑞𝑛. (4) 

 

Table 3: Overall Classification Accuracy for 322 MIAS sample Images 

Measure SVM KNN 

Proposed 

KNN with 

SVM 

ACCURAC

Y 

87.69 88.5401 99.3406 

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Gross Classification Accuracy Graph of 322 Images 
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The Figure 9 depicts the overall classification accuracy chart of 322 Mammogram images which are taken from MIAS 

database. This performance chart shows the accuracy of Proposed KNN with SVM as 99.3406 which are proved best 

with the experimental results when compared to the existing algorithms (KNN and SVM).  

IV. CONCLUSION 

The proposed KNN with SVM Classification algorithm is done by combining the KNN and SVM algorithm. This paper 

finds out the performance for ten test mammogram images with 20 trained mammogram images and also finds out the 

overall classification accuracy for 322 mammogram images from MIAS database. The experimental results proves the 

classification accuracy for ten test images with trained data as 99.050 whereas the existing algorithm 79.139 and 80.1. 

The Proposed KNN with  

 

SVM also shows the high accuracy for 322 mammogram images in MIAS database when compared with KNN and 

SVM. SVM classifier suffers from the thorough statistical problem due to the complex training and classifying 

processes, mainly when the training samples number and more number of features for each sample are huge. 

Thus Hybridized or Improved models gives number of advantages for classification of Breast Cancer by using multi class 

datasets in training as well as testing to provide a better accuracy with the existing algorithms.  
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